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Necc –A világ tyúkszemmel, KogArt House, Budapest (H)
2004
kunst-en-passant - videos in public space, videowall: Kunsthalle Wien (A)
Icing on the cake, ACB Gallery, Budapest
Plus 190, Kunstpunkte 2004, Düsseldorf (D)
2002
Tömérdek, Trafo Gallery– House of Contemporary Arts, Budapest (H)
Budapest Box - The Hidden Scene in the 1990-ies (with ART WINDOW), Museum of Contemporary Arts - Ludwig
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PUBLICATIONS
2014 - Fyling blind (artist book), publisher: Trapéz Gallery, Ed.:100 (signed)
2012 - Object of reference, (with Katarina Ševic), printed book , 150 pc
2008 - Where is the future, coloring book, publisher: ICA-Dunaújváros
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2004 - Kirakat/Artwindow, CD-ROM
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exhibtion view
Superposition (solo show) Trapéz Gallery, 2015, Budapest (H)

Supersposition, namely the in-between state among the possibilities which state is given by not choosing, directs the
attention of the beholder to the observation of the observation itself. In other words it examines what happens to things
when we behold them, and what happens to us when we see ourselves in this act of beholding.
The exhibition is the spatial visualization of this speculative frame of thought. Scientific thinking and visualization are,
sometimes, reassuringly order-making, other times its uncomfortably restricting character simultaneously manifests in the
collection of works (this is superposition itself), hence we may choose: we stick with the road appointed to us or we let
us be distracted by our doubts.
Quantum physics calls superposition that state when certain features of a wave or particle cannot be defined, hence – on
a cognitive level – every possibility is simultaneously present. In case we define the given feature, the superposition
ceases to exist.
Schrödinger’s cat is dead and alive at the same time, until the moment when the box – which hides the secret of its
existence – is opened. Then, as the effect of the intervention – namely, the desire for obtaining knowledge – parallel
realities separate in a prosaic way, and we lose one of them.
Beatrix Szörényi wishes to make these parallel realities to be seen simultaneously, in a way that the visitor of the exhibition is put in the place of the observer – so in a way in the place of the creator. (...) excerpt exhibition handout

frontside: Paravan, (plaster board) dimensions variable 2015
backside: Phenomenon, (leticular print, lightbox, chair, faux fur), dimensions variable, 2015

Landscape simulation (wood, glass, wax, bone, wire, powersupply, heating wire, motion sensor)
108x57x37cm
2015

Synthesis, (C-print, plexi, LED, cable)
83x60x15 cm
2015

exhibtion view
Flying Blind (solo show) Trapéz Gallery, 2013, Budapest (H)

Flying Blind describes a situation when a plane is only driven by it’s own navigation system. In poor viewing conditions,
when the pilot can’t find any visual geographical reference points, the machine takes charge of the control, and the pilot
must trust in it “blindly”. The everyday use of the expression refers to navigating into the unknown without knowing
exactly where we are heading to.
This exhibition is not only about showing the most recent works of Szörényi. It deals also with the effect of an invisible
past has on the present and with the effects that the present’s provisional state has on the future. The exhibited works
are crystal-clear in means that each of them raises questions about the consequences of present events or decisions on
future, they also highlight with a bit of skepticism epistemological, economical, social and philosophical issues. The ambivalent attitude towards the current knowledge of mankind and the information gained through empirical observations
are all subjects of the exhibition whereas also the faith in the change that new technologies bring. But for a specific
example, the exhibition also casts light on the biggest problem of nuclear power: the secure storage of the radioactive
waste.
This is the specific topic of the prints made with the use of press photos covering one wall of the gallery, where you can
see a furnished meeting room of a salt mine where radioactive substances are stored. Nowadays highly active radioactive
waste is simply stored in deep geological repository, with faith in periodic solutions of burying it really deeply. Szörényi
arranges all other works at the exhibition around this central issue so this way they become a three-dimensional collage
– which plays an important role in the œuvre of Szörényi – where the elements are communicating above, in front of, or
overlapping and hanging on each other. (...) excerpt exhibition handout

Light sources, (mixed technique)
dimensions variable
2013

Blind door, (mixed technique)
dimensions variable
2013

Pseudo fossils, (mixed technique)
58x32x30 cm
2013

exhibtion view
front:
Fool’s cepter (wood, metal, textile) 35x150x30 cm), 2013
Flying Blind (paper/pencil), 2013
back:
Light sources

exhibtion view
Desire Path, Trafó Gallery, 2013, Budapest (H)

Trafó Gallery hosts the works of two emerging Hungarian artists, who became emblematic figures of their generation,
because of the consistent methodology with which they work since the beginning of their career. The exhibition draws
attention on the paralell practices of Szörényi and Tibor, and also casts light on the gently ephemeral nature of their
pieces.
(...)
The exhibition of the two artists on the other hand doesn’t focus on the status quo of the genres, rather on the appetite
for experimentality. The apropos of their present introduction is the way how the artists modified their sharp practices through incorporating other genres into their work, which has become more and more object-based recently. In the
context of the exhibition they also expand their two-dimensional works into the third dimension of the space, and they
extend their production onto objects. Different installation-based hibrid genres occur in the gallery, where paperworks,
assemblages and objects are all mixed up.
Beatrix Szörényi tries to redefine the genre of the relief with her latest wall-experiments. The relief for Szörényi becomes an instrument, which makes her capable of re-editing the linearity of her paperworks.
(...)
It is of utmost importance to highlight that the nature of the presentation of the works of both artists is rather non-hierarchical and justaxposed; and that both of them are inspired by a pool of motifs which have a common referentiality
in the childhood. Szörényi and Tibor are also reflecting in their works on the status and aesthetics of institutionalised
archiving and the museum, as such. For the duration of the exhibition their latest works produced for this occasion will
be presented in a new constellation, which will serve as a new intersection and path for their future practices which will
intervene with further innovative forms in the genre of drawing. (...) excerpt exhibition handout

Refuge in the surface (drawing, b/w c-print, stucco molding profile)
variable dimesions
2013

New direction, (ceramics, lacquer marker, wood)
H:31 cm (vase), 30x24.5x10 cm
2013

exhibtion view
Isolator, OFF Biennial Budapest, 2015 (H)

Szörényi’s interest has recently turned to evocative objects: these are objects embodying meanings that are not inherent
in the given objects, but are discursively produced and attached to them. Remainders and reminders is a large-scale installation at the centre of her proposed presentation at Frieze: a presentation of the artist’s mineral collection consisting
of various remains of the remote and the recent past. The stones and minerals – from splinters of a meteorite to pieces
of the Berlin Wall – are all remnants of and witnesses to large-scale transformations. Their meaning reaches beyond the
particular and stands for more symbolic approaches and mentalities. The objects themselves are surrounded by images
and texts contextualizing them and creating a linkage among the narratives behind the items of this quasi-scientific
collection.

Reminders and Remainders, (mixed technique)
140x75x80(H) cm
2015

exhibtion view
Objects of reference (in Kooperation with Katarina Sevic), etc. gallery , Prague, 2013 (H)

For the exhibition entitled “Objects of reference” the artists Beatrix Szörényi and Katarina Ševic are presenting a miseen-scène like installation which calls on the visitors to make themselves conformable and to contemplate the dialogue
of the artists about the difference and similarities in artistic approaches, working methods and personal backgrounds,
manifested through their objects. For this occasion they are also presenting a publication revealing their object-related
ideas, referring to the histories of art, craft and design and roles of objects in the construction of the narratives. (...)
excerpt exhibition handout

Object of reference
printed publication in Kooperation with Katarina Sevic
2012

Objects of reference (watering can), (metal, paint),2012

Objects of reference, (place card), balsa wood, paints, 2013

